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Announcement
Bill McCormick · Aug 25, 2016

Caché 2016.2 and 2016.3 Field Test Programs
This announcement is to inform clients about changes in our 2016.2 and 2016.3 field test programs.
The 2016.2 field test has been extended in order to address important syntax changes related to JSON. Simply
stated, the JSON syntax introduced in 2016.1 had several inconsistencies that we did not want to perpetuate. This
is now addressed and the updated 2016.2 field test will be published today. Concurrently, the syntax changes and
guidance for developers will be posted on the Developer Community shortly. JSON is critically important to our
Caché roadmap.
Doc DB has been removed from the field test due to the syntax changes. We have significant refactoring to do in
our Document Data modeling code and we did not want to further delay the release of 2016.2 to accommodate that
development. This feature will return at a later date.
The extension of the 2016.2 field test conflicts with 2016.3 field test schedule and having two releases in field test
simultaneously would result in a delay of a general release for both versions. Since 2016.2 has had significantly
more client interest and is closer to a general release than 2016.3, we are cancelling the 2016.3 field test and
withdrawing our plans to release it. This will expedite both the general release of 2016.2 and the upcoming field
test of 2017.1 later this year. We regret any confusion that this may cause and we expect that it will lead to our
releasing higher-quality versions to you faster.
If you have questions or concerns regarding this announcement, please feel free to post them on the Developer
Community or contact your Account Manager or Sales Engineer. You are also welcome to contact the Worldwide
Response Center (Support@InterSystems.com).
Bill McCormick
Director of Product Management
InterSystems
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